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'; | ,	document must speak for itself, and that that intention cs
7|	for the established rules of interpretation.
' i	The several points on which you desire my ideas are n<
H	the observations on them can not well be otherwise.    Tl
•    '	a respect for your request, rather than by a hope that
object of it.
" f	" Point 1. The establishment of some rule which shall g
tieable precision to the power of appropriating money t concern."
\.	The rule must refer, it is presumed, either to the obje
' ^	or to the apportionment of the money.
,.	.	A specification of the objects of general concern in tern
oe, seems to be the rule most applicable; thus Roads s
uses of Roads; or Roads, post and military, if limited tc
roads only, if so limited: thus, Canals, either generally, <
so again Education; as limited to a university, or exten
"	other denominations.
As to the apportionment of the money, no rule can ex<
::   "   -	cretion but that of distribution among the States accordi:
contributions; that is, to their ratio of Representation ii
I :	vantages of this rule are its certainty, and its apparent
" '	""	tions to it may be that, on one hand, it would increase th<
of the Federal Government, and, on the other that the expended on objects of general concern; the interests of happening to coincide with the general interest in relat within such States.
" 2. A rule for the Government of Grants for Light-hou
u	ment of Harbours and Rivers, which will avoid the objects
:   t	to exclude from the present action of the Government; a
do what is imperiously required by a regard to the gene Country."
<•   '	National grants in these cases seem to admit no possib'
tion, but as the objects may be of a national or local chai lies in all cases where the degree and not the nature of t In the extremes, the judgment is easily formed; as betwc tions in the Mississippi, the highway of commerce for hi like operation, giving but little extension to the navigable of confined use. In the intermediate cases, legislative d quently, legislative errors and partialities are unavoidabl attainable in doubtful cases, from preliminary investiga disinterested and responsible agents.
-,   .	In defraying the expense of internal improvements, sti
r	quire that a part only and not the whole should be borne
for examples .the Harbours of New York and New Orleans.

